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Harmonic Serialism (HS) is a recursive derivational variant of the Optimality Theory 
(OT) model of phonology which has emerged in recent years (McCarthy 2016). This paper 
examines the question of how Feature Geometry interacts with the theoretical assumptions of HS 
Specifically, this paper looks to synthesize the findings and assumptions of Feature Geometry, 
HS, and Moraic Theory in order to explain non-assimilatory sound changes. The paper draws on 
work regarding feature geometry (McCarthy 1988; Blevins 1994; Padgett 2002; Hall 2007), 
Harmonic Serialism and Optimality Theory (McCarthy 2008, 2016, 2018; Prince & Smolensky 
2004), and Moraic Theory (Hayes 1989; Zec 1995). The analysis was built around providing HS 
with a principled mechanism for explaining non-assimilatory sound changes in the context of a 
geometric feature hierarchy. Little work seems to have been done regarding the interaction of HS 
and Feature Geometry, a gap which this paper seeks to start bridging.  

This paper analyzes a coda lenition process in Chilean Spanish, with data drawn from 
Piñeros (2001) and Bros (2018), shown below in (1) and (2). In Chilean Spanish, stops lenite to 
glides when in coda position. In a similar process, coda /s/ also lenites, though instead of gliding 
it undergoes aspiration word-medially and deletion word-finally. This present study argues that 
both of these lenition processes result from the same underlying constraint, *OBSTRUENTMORA, 
which bans obstruent segments from bearing a mora. In an attempt to avoid violating this 
constraint, this paper proposes, coda obstruents in Chilean Spanish undergo various forms of 
lenition. It has been attested that some languages have minimum sonority requirements for 
segments to licitly bear morae (Zec 1995). This paper argues that the Chilean Spanish lenition 
attempts to resolve the constraint violation by either increasing the sonority of the segment, as 
with the stops, or vacuously satisfying sonority requirements by place-deleting to a glottal 
segment. Word-final [h] deletion is argued to be a separate process. 

 
(1) Stop Gliding (Piñeros 2001) 

a) /adkirir/ → [aj.kirir] “to acquire” 
b) /etniko/ → [ej.niko] “ethnic” 
c) /kaptura/ →  [kaw.tura]  “capture” 
d) /dogma/ →  [dow.ma]  “dogma” 

 
(2) Coda /s/ aspiration (Broś 2018) 

a) /esto/ → [eh.to]  “this” 
b) /bes/ → [be_]  “time” 
 
The key question here is the number of features which can be changed in a single step. 

Using data from Chilean Spanish, this paper will argue that changes must be made to a single 
feature node, while allowing modifications to the specific PLACE features in each step. That is, in 
a single step either a feature node can be deleted, consequently detaching all its dominated 
features to detach from the segment, or any number of the features dominated by a node may be 
changed. This proposal is termed the Nodal Faithfulness model.  
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